People leadership
tasks you can do
better with Harkn

The critical jobs of great leaders
A great deal of your work as a manager or leader in your company is intangible. The things
that don't always make it onto your task list are critical to the way your team works and
what makes you the leader you are.
Of course, we're talking about those critical tasks that are so often known as soft skills.
Understanding how your people are doing, when the demands placed upon them are too
great, and they're at risk, or just knowing how they're feeling about the changes coming
from above.
These jobs have always been hard to do well, and remote or hybrid working makes them
harder. However, Harkn exists to help you perform these jobs to make your workplace as
happy, healthy and productive as it can be.
Here are just a few of those jobs.

As a manager, I want to be sure that
my
people
are
coping
2
with the demands placed upon them, so they're able to
perform to their best, and I know they're okay.
Harkn helps you understand what's going on in your team
better than any other tool. Use it well, and you'll always
know how everyone in your group is doing.
The daily check-in routine gives you ongoing, in-themoment data and freeform supporting narrative that is
all available in simple, live dashboards.
Plus, with the combination of your people embracing
transparency, and our algorithms scanning data patterns,
you'll almost always know when any of your people show
signs of possible distress or decline.

As a manager, I want to know how my people feel about
changes as they happen so I can address immediate concerns
and keep everyone focused, and so I can make sure future
changes land as well as possible.
Harkn is a live, real-time, always-on insights tool,
which shows you the effects of planned and emergent
change as it's happening.
Our Events module allows you to take that further
with discreet insights and comparison of before &
after data, plus it gives you the ability to add a control
group so you can understand how all kinds of change
and interventions impact your people.

3As a manager, I want to know if anyone in my team is
struggling so that I can intervene and help before the
situation deteriorates.
Some people will share their challenges on The Wall,
allowing your whole team to offer support or a kind word,
building connection and reducing the decline in many
cases.
For those who don't tell you they're struggling, Harkn uses
algorithms that can help see the signs of decline or
distress long before you would otherwise see it.
Harkn's Wellbeing Centre is a case management tool that
helps you evaluate risk, manage intervention and monitor
those at risk of decline - all while protecting the
anonymity of your people.

As a manager, I want to know if anything is getting in the
way to remove the barriers as quickly as possible and help
my people keep moving forward.
Some issues affect only one person in your team;
some have broader and more severe implications on
performance. Either way, the sooner you understand
that there are issues, the sooner you can take action.
Variations in your teams' ratings, for example, a
sudden drop in happiness, let you know when
something isn't right for your people.
The Wall, representing a running narrative of life inside
your firm, is an excellent window into what's working
and what's not across your team. Listen well, and
you'll never be in the dark again.

As a manager, I want to be sure that everyone in my team
has a voice so that I hear from everyone and know we're
creating the right work environment for all of our people.
Anonymity gives everyone in your team an equal
voice, meaning you not only hear from more people
and get better insights and ideas but provides the
foundation for psychological safety that will help
your team function better.
Harkn's unique way of listening allows you to
ensure that experience across your workforce is
consistent with your values and expectations.

As a manager, I want to hear the truth (warts and all) from
my team so that I can be sure we're always working on the
things that matter most.
Harkn is a safe space for people to share their honest
feedback and experiences, so you'll get to hear what your
people think, what worries them, what's getting in the way
of their work and wellbeing.
It's also transparent and interactive, which means
everyone can see each other's comments and engage with
one another, democratising the workplace and allowing
you to focus on what's most important to your people.

As a manager, I want to keep track of our key engagement
themes all year round, not just once a year.
Harkn's Pulse and Bespoke survey features mean you
don't have to wait until the annual employee opinion
survey comes around to understand how your people
feel about the key engagement themes in your
company.
Use questions from our library or add your own to keep
track of whatever workplace topics can help you
improve.
As you'd expect, responses are anonymous but always
live and transparent.

As a manager, I want to capture feedback, ideas, and issues
from my people and use them to improve our work and
increase performance and engagement together.
You can capture comments from The Wall and add them
to Harkn's Action Log.
Here you can keep track of what you're working on, gather
more information, group similar themes, and update
colleagues on progress.
As you work on issues and ideas, you can link your activity
to our events tracking module, letting you monitor the
effectiveness of any initiative or intervention.

Talk to us to find out more about
the jobs you can do with

hello@harkn.com

